Disjoint meeting for 2014 Self-study
- WVMCCCD Disjoint meetings
- Established tentative timeline for process
- Indicated Wiki set-up for MC self-study
- Initial membership President, VPI & Researcher
- Agreement on general structure for self-study

Appointed of Faculty Accreditation Liaison
- Identified and confirmed Co-Chairs for standards
- Confirmed that ACCJC visiting team scheduled for Spring 2014
- Confirmed that self-study completion scheduled for Fall 2013
- Training established for Spring 2012

Training Begins
- Disjoint Meeting – follow-up
- Training of Co-Chairs, Researcher, Faculty ALO and Editor
- Training for standard chairs & members
- Identify additional members for each standard
- Establish process for self-assessment of each standards
- Identify the timeline for data/surveys/documentation
- Draft a template for committee-co-chairs to use in gathering documentation and evidence
- Establish timeframe for data distribution - survey: campus climate

MC Accreditation Self-Study Timeline

- Flex-day: Launch Accreditation self-study theme
- Begin the process of investigation and affirmation of questions per standards
- Disjoint Meeting follow-up
- Mid-term: (October) preliminary report from each standard on the strengths and weaknesses per standard
- Gather information from District on their standards for self-study

- Use of ANGEL as a means for committee members exchange of info
- Writer begins to draft the various sections for each standard
- 1st Draft of self-study by May 2013
- Provide opportunity for college/ community input to the initial self-study findings

Mid-term: (October) preliminary report

- Finalize comprehensive draft of self-study
- Meet with graphic designer
- Prepare for College preview
- Prepare for Board preview

Site visit from Team

-Standard retreat
-Identify which college committee contribute to the standard objectives
- Draft a template for committee-co-chairs to use in gathering documentation and evidence
- Finalize surveys or focus group information
- Training on the use of ANGEL for document storage

- College-wide training
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